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We classify compact abelian group actions on injective type III factors up to 
conjugacy, which completes the final step of classification of compact abelian group 
actions on injective factors. Q 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a classification, up to conjugacy, 
of actions of a (separable) compact abelian group on injective factors of 
type III (Theorem 3.1). Group and groupoid actions on injective factors, 
which are approximately finite dimensional (AFD) by [CS], have been 
extensively studied in recent years by Jones [J] (for finite groups), 
Ocneanu [0] (for discrete amenable groups), Jones and Takesaki [JT] 
(for compact abelian groups), and Sutherland and Takesaki [STl] (for 
orbitally discrete amenable groupoids), since Connes’ breakthrough [C2, 
C43. Sutherland and Takesaki started a classification of amenable discrete 
group actions on AFD factors of type III,, 0 < 1< 1, in [ST2], while [ST1 ] 
gave a complete classification only on semilinite algebras, and Kawahigashi, 
Sutherland, and Takesaki extended the classification of discrete abelian 
group actions to the case of type III, in [KST]. Here we classify 
(separable) compact abelian group actions on AFD factors of type III. This 
completes the classification of compact abelian group actions on AFD 
factors as the natural continuation of Jones and Takesaki [JT]. 
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In Section 1, we prepare some technical results on automorphisms of 
AFD factors of type III. The key is Theorem 1.2, by which we obtain a 
special type of approximation of approximately inner automorphisms by 
inner automorphisms. Because we already have a complete list of 
automorphisms of AFD factors of type III by [ST2, KST], we check the 
property for each automorphism in the list. 
Section 2 handles centrally ergodic actions of discrete abelian groups on 
AFD von Neumann algebras of type III which are not necessarily factors. 
Such actions arise as dual actions of compact abelian group actions. We 
heavily rely on the method of [JT, STl], but a new difficulty arises from 
the fact that the isomorphism class of each fibre of the central decom- 
position of the algebra is not unique in general, while it is unique in the 
semitinite case. 
We apply the result of Section 2 to compact abelian group actions in 
Section 3 by Takesaki duality. With the aid of the inner invariant, we get 
a classification up to conjugacy. We also give an example. For prime 
actions with properly infinite fixed point algebras, we obtain a simpler 
classification result, which extends Thomsen’s result [Th]. 
Section 4 is devoted to a detailed study of the l-dimensional torus. We 
determine all the possible combinations of types of the original factors and 
the crossed product algebras for prime actions. 
The basic references are Connes [Cl] and Connes and Takesaki [CT] 
for type III von Neumann algebras, and Jones and Takesaki [JT] and 
Sutherland and Takesaki [STl, 21 for group actions. We use notations and 
results from these sources freely. 
This work was started while the authors stayed at IHES and the Mittag- 
LeMer Institute, continued during the stay of the second author at 
University of Tokyo, and completed at Hokkaido University. The authors 
are grateful to these institutions. The second author was supported in part 
by NSF Grant-DMS 8908281, IHES, the Mittag-Letfler Institute, and 
JSPS. 
1. PRELIMINARIES ON AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF AFD FACTORS 
OF TYPE III 
Let .& be an AFD factor of type III and &? = .,V x0 R be the continuous 
decomposition of &‘. Define maps @(ZZ(J))/T -+ %(&‘)/T x1 Aut(&) r/l/^) 
and %(&)/T XI Aut(.& 1 Jlr) + Cnt(&) by u H (a, a”) and (u, 6) H 
Ad(u). c‘, where &’ is defined by a”(x) = x for XE &’ and #(u(s)) = 
&,(u*) u(s) for the unitaries u(s) implementing 8, in A. Here Aut(.,# 1 M) 
denotes the group of automorphisms which fix the subalgebra X 
elementwise. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Under the above context, the following sequence is 
exact : 
14 42(%“(Jlr))/T --t 42(&)/T >a Aut(&! 1 J(T) + Cnt(k) + 1. 
Hence Cnt(A) is a Polish group under the quotient group topology. In 
particular, Cnt(.&) is Bore1 in Aut(..&?). 
Proof: We get the exactness at Cnt(&) by Theorem l(ii) in [KST]. 
Exactness at the other points is clear. Since @(d(M)), %!(A), and 
Aut(MI JV) are Polish groups and %(a(&“))/‘I is the quotient group of 
the compact group T, Cnt(&) is also a Polish group, being the image of 
a continuous homomorphism. Q.E.D. 
We need a special type of approximation for approximately inner 
automorphisms of AFD factors of type III. This will be used for applying 
the generalized cohomology lemma in [Su2] to our problem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let .k’ be an AFD factor of type ZZI, and cp be a dominant 
weight on 4?. Zf an automorphism CI of .k is approximately inner, then there 
exist a unitary u E &! and a sequence of unitaries {v,} in ~2~ such that 
c1= Ad(u) .lim,,, m Ad(v,). 
We need some lemmas for the proof. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a factor of type ZZZO and cp a dominant weight on 
4’. Let A= J&, >a, R be the continuous decomposition of JY and c be a 
9-cocycle in b(J&). Then for a positive integer n, there exist a tl-cocycle d 
on S(4$) and a unitary u in 4? such that 8: = Ad(u)(cs)“. 
ProoJ: We have an isomorphism @: Hj(R, %(C,)) + H’(Z, %(C,)) by 
the Appendix in [CT], where tj is a faithful normal semilinite lacunary 
weight of infinite multiplicity and .& = J’& xl Z is a discrete decomposition 
of A. (See also Theorem 3.1 in [ST23 and Corollary 5.6 in [HS].) Let 
[c’] = @(Cc]), where c’ is a I-cocycle on 9Y(C,). Then there exists a 
I-cocycle d’ on @(C,) such that (d’)” = c’ by taking an nth root in %(C,). 
Setting Cd] = @-‘(Cd’]), we get 5,” = (5:)“ modulo Int(M). Q.E.D. 
Regard elements of Zi(R, %(C,)) as maps from R to a Polish group 
%(C,), and topologize Zj(R. 5!?(&$,)) by uniform convergence on compact 
sets. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let &I be a factor of type ZZZO, cp a dominant weight on 
J%‘, and .M = ,at, X, R the continuous decomposition of A. The map 
2: c E Z,‘(R, U(C,)) H 5: E Aut(&) is continuous. 
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Proof. Both Z,‘(R, %(C,)) and Aut(M) are Polish groups. Since the 
map C: c H 8: is a group homomorphism, it is enough to show that C is 
closed. Suppose c, + c and 17:” + (T as n + co. Then 0 is identity on .M9, 
so g is of the form 6: by the relative cornmutant theorem in [CT]. 
Comparing az(u(s)) and ~X(U(S)) for the unitaries U(S) implementing 8,, 
we get lim,, m c,(s) = d(s) in the strong topology for all SER. Thus we 
have c = d, which shows the closedness of C. Q.E.D. 
Next we approximate extended modular automorphisms by certain inner 
automorphisms. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let 4! be an AFD factor of type ZZZ and cp be a dominant 
weight on .M. For an extended modular automorphism 6:, c E Zi (R, %(C,)), 
there exist a unitary u in Jl and a sequence of unitaries {v,) in -NW such that 
6: = Ad(u) .lim,,, r: Ad(v,). 
Proof: Case 1 (A is of type III,, 0 < J. < 1). Let Ic/ be the Powers state 
on @,zz, M,(C) corresponding to A. Then we may assume cp = $ Ow, 
where o is a weight on 9’(L2(R)) such that 07 = Ad@,). (Here pr denotes 
the translation on R by t.) Then G!@“~= (@,y i Ad(A $))O id 13cL~cR ), 
Jr and setting un=(@;=i(A ,9,))01~A~, we get lim,,, Ad(o,)=oT@ . 
This completes the proof in this case because al = a!@” mod Int(d) by 
Connes’ Radon-Nikodym cocycle theorem. 
Case 2 (A is of type III, ). This case is proved in a way similar to the 
above, by regarding the AFD factor of tpe III, as a tensor product of the 
AFD factors of type III, and III,, log J/log p 4 Q, by the uniqueness of 
the AFD factor of type III, [C6, H]. 
Case 3 (J%’ is of type III,). Let VV z L”(X), and regard the flow 8 of 
weights on X as the flow built over the base (B, m, Q> under the ceiling 
function f: B --) R + as in Section 3 of [ST2]. Let VEZ’(B+ Z) be a 
cocycle such that L” p*( [v]) = [c] E Hi(R, @(L”(X))) in the notation 
of Theorem 3.1 in [ST2]. Then we have a &cocycle c’ = p*(v). It is 
enough to show that 5; can be approximated by Ad(u,) because 8; = 
o:mod Int(&). As in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [HS], v can be 
approximated by coboundaries w, by strong topology. Then c’ is 
approximated by coboundaries d, = p*(w,) in our topology defined above 
by the definition of p *. Let Ad(v,), v, E A+,, be the inner automorphisms 
corresponding to 5zn. Then by Lemma 4, we get 5: = lim,, z- Ad(v,). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We may assume q. a = cp by inner perturbation 
of GI if necessary. 
First note that if the conclusion holds for some CI E Aut(d)), then it also 
holds for p.a.p-l for any p E Aut(M). The reason is as follows. Suppose 
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c1= Ad(u) . lim, _ m Ad(u,), u, Ed. Since p(~$,) = u.&$u* for some 
u E @(A), cp being dominant, there exists a sequence of unitaries w, in J& 
such that p(u,) = uw,u*. Then 
p.g.p-L lim AW(4 dun)) “-+CC 
= Ad(p(u)u) . Ad( lim w,u*w,*) . lim Ad(w,). 
n-m n-m 
We regard 4 = Jll @ W, cp = ‘pO 0 tr, and Jll,,., 0 9 c &,, where 
JY z Jke,, 9 is the AFD factor of type II,, and cpO is a dominant weight 
on J&. 
Assume the asymptotic period p,(a) to be 0, first. Then by Theorem 2 
in [C2], we may assume LX is of the form id,@ a, where (T is a free 
automorphism on 9. Since E(W) = Aut(W), we are done. 
Next assume p,(a) = p # 0. Then by Theorem l(ii) in [KST], ap is of 
the form Ad(w) .a:. By Lemma 1.3, take a cocycle d such that 8,” - (35)” 
mod Int(&). Setting /I = c(. (5:)-l, we get p,#?)=pJ/l)=p because 
cp .tl= rp and mod(u) = 1. Thus by Theorem 2.7 of [0] (see also Theorem 1.5 
of [C4]), we may assume /I is of the form idAo@ap,,, where y is an 
obstruction of /I and ap,? is the model automorphism of 9 with obstruction 
y constructed in [C4]. Now a is of the form ~?~?@a~,~, modulo inner 
automorphisms for some d’ E Zj(R, 9(&‘0,.,)) by Connes’ Radon- 
Nikodym cocycle theorem. Thus Lemma 1.5 completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
2. CENTRALLY ERGODIC ACTIONS OF DISCRETE ABELIAN GROUPS 
ON AFD VON NEUMANN ALGEBRASOF TYPE III 
We will classify centrally ergodic actions of (countable) discrete abelian 
groups on AFD von Neumann algebras of type III up to cocycle conjugacy. 
Let M be an AFD von Neumann algebra of type III, and a be an action 
of a discrete abelian group G on 4. The case where JY is a factor was 
handled in [ST21 and Section 2 of [KST]. Here we do not assume that 
.M is a factor. We assume that c1 is centrally ergodic, i.e., a(A)‘= C. Let 
JY = ST d(x) dp(x) be the central decomposition of A. Then each A(x) 
is an AFD factor of type III by Proposition 6.5 in [CS]. (We ignore 
measure-zero sets here and later unless specified otherwise.) Note that the 
isomorphism class of M(x) is not necessarily unique. (See p. 405 of [T3] 
for instance.) This is different from the case where &Y is semitinite and 
causes technical difficulty. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Under the above context, the map XE XHCnt(A(x)) is 
Bore1 in the sense of [SUM]. 
ProojI Immediate by Theorem 3.1 (ii) in [Su2] and Proposition 1.1. 
Q.E.D. 
Let H= {hEG:ah\9CMA/) = id}. For h E H and XE X, let cc: be the 
automorphism of d(x) corresponding to clh in the central decomposition 
of A. Define N(x) = {h E H: M;: E Cnt(A(x))}. Then N(x) is constant on 
each G/H-orbit, thus by Lemma 2.1 and the central ergodicity, N(x) is 
independent of x. We denote it by N(M)= N. Let +M = MV ~~ R be the 
continuous decomposition of k’ for a dominant weight cp. We can 
define xa = [il,, ~~1 E n(G, N(cr), @(S(A))), v, = [c,] E H’(F(&f)), and 
mod(a): G-+Aut(p(A)) as in p. 437 of [ST21 even though .M is not 
necessarily a factor here. (Here Y(.M) denotes the flow of weights of M.) 
As in [ST2], p E Aut(F(&)) can act on these invariants. 
THEOREM 2.2. If c( and /I are centrally ergodic actions of a discrete 
abelian group G on A, then these are cocycle conjugate if and on1.v if 
N(a) = N(b) and there exists a p E Aut(s(&)) such that 
It is clear that the conditions are necessary as in [ST2]. We will prove 
that these conditions are also sufficient in this section. In the rest of this 
section, assume a and /I satisfy the conditions in the theorem. We will 
prove that CI and /I are cocycle conjugate. We will follow the lines of 
[JT, STI]. 
Identify 6(d) with L”(X). Define a groupoid 9 by 9 = XX G. Setting 
K = G/H and X = X M K, we can identify 9 with H x X as in Lemma 2.2.11 
in [JT]. 
We extend p to an automorphism of .k‘ and replace c( by p . ~1. p~ ’ so 
that a=/? on Z(M). We may and do assume that CI and /I have an 
invariant dominant weight cp, and satisfy 
cq4s)) = 4s) = B&(S)), geG, seR, (*I 
where (U(S)} is the one parameter unitary group corresponding to the 
continuous decomposition k! = .,& xl0 R, by Lemmas 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 
in [ST2]. (The fact that A is a factor was not used in [ST2].) 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists an action K of a groupoid H x X on the unique 
AFD factor 9? of type II, with x, = 1 E A( H x X, -V, T) such that for each 
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homomorphism q of S? into I?, there exists a Bore1 map p: x I+ pX E Aut(g) 
with the properties 
P~T,~.P,~ =Mu,h,,> for a cocycle 1.4~; 
Px~~h,x*P;‘=Ad(~h,x)~~h,x~ for a cocycle v~,~; 
uyKl,y(uh,x)= (h, 4(?‘))~,,%&,)~ where y~X:xw y. 
Proof This is nothing but Theorem 3.1(b) in [STl]. Q.E.D. 
We regard this IC as the action of G on W @ L”(X). 
According to the central decomposition &? = S$ A(x) &(x), we get a 
decomposition clg,X : A(x) + A(gx) of a,, where gx stands for the image 
of x by the transformation induced on X by clg. Based on the fact that 
k! z j$ A(x) a Lk? L&(X), we define the model action m of G on M by 
m g,x = %., 0 K&X : A(x) @ w + Aqgx) 63 9. 
This m also satisfies the above conditions (*). We will prove that m and /? 
are cocycle conjugate. 
For each x E X, there exist actions mx and /?” of H on d(x). Now m and 
B have the same invariants by construction. Hence by [ST2, Theorem 5.93 
and [KST, Theorem 191, mX and /?” are cocycle conjugate for each x as 
actions of H, thus there exist rX E Aut(&(x)) and an rni-cocycle u; for each 
x so that r”.P~.(z”)-‘=Ad(u~).m~. Integrating rX and vi respectively 
based on the von Neumann measurable cross-section theorem, we obtain 
t~Aut(&) and an m-cocycle {oh} in A, so that rphr-‘=Ad(u,) .rnh, 
h E H. Now we replace ph,? :A(x)+&?(y) by z~~~~,~.(z~)-~, where 
(h, y) E H x X and y : x H y. It is enough to prove that this new /? is cocycle 
conjugate to m. We will write &, = b,,, and m, = ml,?. 
Set 
do(x) = {(p”, w:): p”~Aut(&(x)), p”~m~~(p”)F’ 
= Ad(w;) . rni, w; is an rni-cocycle, h E H}, 
94,(x) = ((Wu”), zFm;((d)*)): u”E%(JY(x))}. 
The group structure of do(x) is given by 
(P-i, %3. (P’;, G) = (P;‘P’s, P;(u;b$), 
and the topology of do(x) is given by the topology of the semi-direct 
product of Aut(&(x)) and @(d(x))“, the group of all functions of H into 
%(..M(x)) equipped with the product topology, as on page 242 of [JT]. 
The above group structure and the topology of z&(x) may appear to be 
artificial. We should note, however, that z&(x) can be viewed as the group 
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of automorphisms of A(x) x,+ H commuting with the dual action 2 of fi 
under the identification 
(p”, w”) H ,6” E Aut(&‘(x) ~,x H), 
where 
D”(a) = P”(Q), a E Aqx); 
jFyu”(h)) = w;:u”(h), h E H. 
Here {u”(h)} is of course the unitary representation of H in the crossed 
product. It then follows that B,(x) corresponds to the group of inner 
automorphisms commuting with 2. 
Since A is commutative, Ei, or more precisely its action via ti”, is a 
closed subgroup of X$(X), which consists of those elements (id, p), p E I?, 
regarding each PE H as an mX-cocycle: h +p(h)ET. Define a(x) by 
a(x)= J&(X)/J? and 71 to be the quotient map: J&(X) -+ J&‘(X). It is a 
normal Bore1 subgroup of a Polish group d(x). 
We define n,~Aut(M(y)) by PY=n, .rn;, for y E Xx: XN y. Because 
8;: = Ad(u;) .rn;, we have 
n,.rni.n-’ Y =jlY~rn~~P.;’ 
=B;(Ad((o~)*).8~).B,’ 
= AW,((u;)*))-Pi 
= Ad(&((u;)*)u;) .rnX. 
Define wi = j?y((u~)*)u~, which can be shown to be a m,Y-cocycle by a 
routine calculation. This means the class [n,, w);] of (n,, w;) belongs 
to d(x). 
LEMMA 2.4. Under the above context, we get [n,, wi] E B( y). 
Proof. By the conditions (*) and the definition of n, we know that nY 
satisfies cp Y .nY = (p’ and n,(u’(s)) = U’(S) in 4(y) for y E X : x I-+ y, where 
cp-’ and uX(s) are given by the central decompositions cp = 1: cpx dp(x) and 
U(S) = j? uX(s) dp(x). We also know mod (n,) = 1 because m and fi have 
the same modules. By Theorem 1.2, we have a unitary u E A(y) and a 
sequence of unitaries (0,) in &C(y),, such that nY = Ad(u) . lim, _ o. Ad(u,). 
Set P=lim,,, Ad(u,) E Aut(&( y)). For an extended modular auto- 
morphism 6,. corresponding to the continuous decomposition A(y) = 
J@( Y),~ NQ R, we have 0,. nY = n, .a,. and 6, . p = p . CC, hence CC . Ad(u) = 
Ad(u) .O,. Set 
(ni,, wky) = (n,, w);) . (Ad(u), urni(u1 = (Ad(u*)n,, u*wyhmhy(u)). 
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For h E Nc H, we have rni = Ad(a,Y) . ti$,,), where al E !&(.M(y),Y) and 
cy(h)(s) = (a;)* 8,(a;) E 42(2X”(~Z(y)~~)). Hence, 
thus we can define c; l %(%(&?(y))) =T by $,(a{) = cT,wiYu{. This 
formula also implies w;’ E d(y),‘. Using p.“(h, h’)uK. = ~;a$, h, h’ EN, 
and py(h, Iz’)EZZ(~(Y),~), we can show ci is a character of N by a 
computation similar to that in p. 243 of [JT]. We extend cy to a character 
FY of H. Then we may assume CY = 1 by changing (ni, wi’) within its class 
in z&‘(x). For simplicity, we write (n,, WI;) for this new (nb, WA’). Now 
ny(uhy) =~;a:, n, .rni .ny’ = Ad(w;) .rn;, and nY = lim,, o. Ad(u,) in our 
new notation, and it is enough to show that (n,, w);) can be approxi- 
mated by elements in a,,(x). The sequence ((w;)* u,m;(u,*)} is strongly 
central in A(u), and we get (w$)* u,m,Y(u,*) = (wi)* u,u~u,*(u~)* + 
(w;)* n,(ui)(a{)* = 1 as n --f co, for h E N. Thus the same argument as in 
p. 244 of [JT] appealing to [0] completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We define a covariant Bore1 functor F from X 
to Polish groups in the sense of [Su2, Definition 4.11 by 
F(x) = Aut(&(x)), 
Fk(p)=mk-p.m;‘, k~X:x+y and PDF. 
Define F-cocycles p1 and pz by 
pl(k)=nk? 14k) = id, kEX. 
Then PI(k) = p2(k) mod (S?(r(k))). Thus the Cohomology Reduction 
Lemma [Su2, Theorem 5.51 entails the existence of 0,~ Aut(&(x)), an 
m*-cocycle { wt}, and ak E A(r(k)) such that for k E X : x + y and h E H, 
8, .pk .8;'=Ad(Uk)-mk, 
0,.m;.0;‘=Ad(w;;).m,. 
We now follow the line of arguments of [JT, pp. 247-248; STl, 
pp. llll-11121. Since Y is hype&rite, (uk} can be chosen to be an 
m-cocycle. Recalling /?; = Ad(u;) . rn;, we replace B, by 8,. fl,, .tI;’ where 
y=hkEHxX=Q and set 
bkk = ey(“;) W:mh(ak)v 
so that we have now 
bhk = Ad&k) -mhky hkEHxX. (**) 
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It then follows easily that the map: h E H c, b,, E %(./Z(x)) is an m-cocycle, 
and that k E X H bk = ak E %!(A(r(k))) is an m-cocycle also. As [STl, 
Lemma 4.4 J, we have 
b,,m,hJ = (h, q(k) > bgmr g,hEH;k,lEX, 
for some qE Hom(X, fi). By the construction of m, we can choose 
8, E Aut(M(x)) and unitaries c, E %(M(r(y))), y E Y, such that 
8,.m,.0;’ = Ad(c,).m,, yE9; 
cgkmgktchl) = (k q(k)) cgkhlr g,hEH, k,lEX; 
h E H H c,,~ E @(A(x)) is an m”-cocyle; 
k E X H ck is an m-cocycle. 
With fi as in (**), we have, for y E 9: x + y, 
e,..B,.e,‘=Ad(B,(b,)c,).m,,. 
It is now routine to check that y H O,(,,(b,)c, is an m-cocycle over 8, and 
that /I is cocycle conjugate to m. Q.E.D. 
3. ACTIONS OF COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS 
Let A be a compact (separable), abelian group. We define the dual 
invariant a(~) and the inner invariant r(a) as in [JT, Definition 3.2.11 for 
each action a of A on AFD factor. With these two invariants, we complete 
the conjugacy classification of actions of A on an AFD factor as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a and fl be actions of a compact ubeliun group on an 
AFD factor JZ of type III. Then we conclude: 
(i) a and /? are cocycle conjugate if and only zf 
(a) Ax,A~&xQA, 
tb) N(i) = Nib 
(c) there exists an isomorphism 0 of 9(A? xa A) onto S(JZ xap A) 
which conjugate the restriction of oi and fl to the center %?‘(A X, A) and 
z%“(d xg 4 and etmodt4, xi, vd = tmod(Lh xg, ~1. 
(ii) CI and /? are conjugate if a(a) = a(b) and I(M) = i(p). 
Proof (i) Since &! is properly infinite, stable conjugacy implies cocycle 
conjugacy. Each tibre of the central decomposition of the crossed product 
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algebra is all semifinite or all of type III. Thus we get the theorem by 
Theorem 1.2 in [STl] and Theorem 2.2 in each case, respectively. 
(ii) This follows from the proof of [JT, Proposition 3.2.21 without 
change. Q.E.D. 
We will construct an example of a T2-action c1 on an AFD factor .& of 
type III, in 3.4 such that all the fibres of the central decomposition of 
A >a, T2 are not isomorphic. We prove Theorem 3.3 for computation of 
flow of weights of crossed product algebras. (At the final stage of the 
preparation of this paper, we received a preprint of Sekine, who proves the 
same result as Theorem 3.3 as the main theorem of [Se].) 
Let & be an injective factor of type III and 4 = M xl0 R be the 
continuous decomposition of Jcla. Thus we have a trace t on the semifinite 
von Neumann algebra M and the one-parameter automorphism group 0 of 
M satisfying r. 8, = e-‘. r, and 0 on the center 9(J) induces the flow of 
weights of A. Let N = s: M(y) &(y) be the central decomposition of Jlr. 
Here each M(y) is isomorphic to the AFD factor of type II,, gO,i. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose u is an automorphism of Jf and commutes with 9 
in the above context. If there exists a non-zero a E .Af such that xa = aa 
for all x E M, then there exists a unitary u EN and an element b E Z?(M) 
such that a= Ad(u) and a = u*b. 
ProofI Let a= hu be the polar decomposition of a with h = (aa*)‘12. 
Because aa* E Z’(J), we have h E 9(J), and we get xu = us(x) for all x. 
Let 9(M) = L”(X, p) and T be the transformation on X induced by 
(af)(x)=f(T-‘x), fELCO(X,p). Define Y={y~X(Ty=yj, and consider 
~1~ E Aut(Jlr(y)) arising from the central decomposition for y E Y. Define 
Y’ = {y E Y (~9’ EInt(Jlr(y))}. The set Y’ is invariant under the flow on X 
induced from 0 because 8. a. 8-l = CI, and has a positive measure because 
uu* and u*u are central projections. Thus we get Y’ = X, u is a unitary, and 
CI= Ad(u). By xa=auxu*, a is of the form u*b for bES”(N). Q.E.D. 
Let G be a discrete (countable) group, and c1 be an action of G on 
an injective von Neumann algebra M of type III. For the continuous 
decomposition & = M xl0 R, we may assume the action a keeps a domi- 
nant weight cp invariant, J=&$, and a commutes with 0 on M by 
Lemma 5.11 in [ST]. We denote also by c1 the restriction of c1 on N. Let 
N(a) = {n E Gl a, is inner on .M}, and choose a unitary v, E .M with 
a, = Ad(v,) for b E N(M). Let 
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where U, denotes the implementing unitary of the crossed product algebra. 
Now G and R act on a(~,*; .5?(M)) by Ad(U,) and 8,. The product and 
the G-action on 9(pL,*; Z(M)) are given by 
a,v,*U,.a,v~U,=a,a,~~(n, ml* v,*,U,,, 
Ug(a,v,*u,)U,* =a,(a,) Mg, km-‘)* v$,-~u,,,,-‘. 
This is why we use the notation 9(pL,*; 9’(M)) for this algebra. For 
n E N(a), the automorphism a, of A is centrally trivial, and it is of the 
form a,= Ad(v,) .a,(,,.,~Aut(k?), where 0 is an extended modular 
automorphism, by Theorem l(ii) of [KST]. Because a,(u(t)) = u(t) for the 
implementing unitary u(t) of J&! = JV ~~ R, the R-action on a(~,*; Z(M)) 
is given by 
a,v,*U,k+c(n, t)* O,(a,)v,*U,. 
Let d =%?(~a*; %(JV))~, then the above R-action restricts onto this 
commutative algebra d = ZY(Jr/- XJ~ G). We denote this flow by E 
THEOREM 3.3. Under the above context, the flow of weights of A! xl, G is 
given by (~4, F,). 
Proof. Because a and the modular automorphism cr of & commute, the 
flow of weights of JZ xa G = .Af M,, (G x R) is given by 0 on ~‘(JV” >a, G) = 
(X’ n JV” >a, G)‘, where tI is an extension of 8 to JV M% G. 
We compute JV’ n .Af >aor G. Suppose CgtC xg U, commute with every 
ye JV, where xg f JV, and U, is the implementing unitary of the crossed 
product algebra. Then we get yx, = x,a,(y) for every y E Jf, thus by 
Lemma 3.2, we get g E N(a), and xR is of the form ~!a,, where a, = Ad(v,) 
on JV and ag E b(M). Thus the center Z?‘(JV x1, G) is given by d as in the 
theorem. The flow on J$ given by 0 is exactly our F as in the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we can construct a T2-action on the AFD factor of type III, such 
that the isomorphism class of each fibre of the central decomposition of the 
crossed product algebra is not unique. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider the AFD factor W, of type III,, and the 
modular automorphism group rr, of W,. For 1 E R\Q, set &(A) = 
W, X~ (Q + AQ). Then as in p. 406 of [T3], we get a von Neumann 
algebra JZ = jg,o A(1) dA. Here &(A) and &Z(n’) are isomorphic if and 
only if A = al’ + b for some a, b E Q, a # 0. The ax + b-group (a, b E Q, 
a # 0) defines the hyperlinite relation on R\Q, hence this relation is 
generated by a single transformation Ton R\Q by [CFW]. Then we have 
Af(A)=&(T”;l) for neZ and neR\Q. We define a,,,=id:A(A)+ 
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A?(T”A). This defines a Z-action a on .&. We also define another Z-action 
a’ on .M with a’ IBcdA() = id by akl(x) = x, x E 9, c &(A), and aLn(u(p)) = 
exp(ip)) u(p), peQ + 1Q, where ak,n: J&‘(A) -+&(A) and u(p) is the 
unitary implementing ap in J!(n). These a and a’ commute, hence define a 
Z*-action. We denote it by a again. Then this action satisfies the assump- 
tion of Lemma 3.3, thus we can compute the flow of weights of .H >aor Z*. 
Now M’ n (Jr/- >a Z’) is a(M) z Lm(Q x Q) @ L”(R\Q). The fixed point 
algebra of a(&‘) by the action of the second component of 2’ is now 
L”(R\Q) because the action is ergodic on M(1) for ;1~ R\Q\2zZ. 
Considering the fixed point algebra of it by the action of the other Z, we 
get the flow of weights is the trivial flow on C. Thus the crossed product 
algebra is the AFD factor 9, of type III,. Let /I be the dual action of a 
on .G%?‘oo. Then this /I has the desired property. 
In the rest of this section, we consider a faithful action a of a compact 
abelian group A on an AFD factor J%’ of type III with the condition that 
the fixed point algebra &” is a factor. Such an action is called prime. The 
fixed point algebra is a factor if and only if the crossed product algebra 
..M >a, A is a factor by [P, Corollary 4.71, and thus this condition is also 
equivalent to r(a) = a. Thomsen studied prime actions of compact abelian 
groups on AFD factors, and classified them on semilinite AFD factors in 
[Th]. We apply Theorem 3.1 to prime actions to obtain a classification 
result. 
We assume that the fixed point algebra Ma is properly infinite. Because 
& is of type III, M” cannot be of type I,, IZ < co, by [St, 3.43. Thus we 
assume that .M” is not of type II,. (Note that if Aa is of type II,, we can 
change a within its stable conjugacy class so that 4” is of type II,.) 
Then we know that a is a dual action by [Th, Theorem 4.31. That is, we 
have a full unitary spectrum by maximality argument as in [Th, 
Lemma 2.51 and adjust U,, gE,& by [Sul, Theorem 4.3.31 so that Ad(U,) 
is an action on ~8~. Lemma 5.10 in [ST23 shows that we have a dominant 
weight cp on A” which is invariant under the action Ad( U,), -by changing 
U, if necessary. Let JV = (da),. Then the action Ad( V,) of A restricts on 
JV. Define N(a) = {ge a: Ad(U,) on JV is inner}. As in [ST2, p. 4371, we 
can define XE A(,& N(a), @(a(N))) and VE H’(d(N)) for Ad(U,). We 
denote them by Q(a) and @(a), respectively. These are conjugacy 
invariants of a. We also define d(a): a +Aut(s(~V)) by d(a)(g)= 
A4 Ug)l scu,vA’). 
LEMMA 3.5. The invariants N(a), Q(a), @(a), d(a), are equal to N(6), 
x(6), v(6), mod(&) in Theorem 3.1(i). 
Proof: Because the actions Ad( U,) and oi of a are stably conjugate, we 
get the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
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Now we get the following. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let a, /I be prime actions of a compact abelian group A on 
an AFD factor d of type III with properly infinite fixed point algebras. 
Then tl and fi are conjugate if and only if N(g) = N(P) and there is an 
isomorphism 8: J%‘!” + JZ~ with O(Q(a), @(a), d(a)) = (Q(p), Q(p), A(/?)). 
Proof: By Theorem 3.l(ii) and Lemma 3.5, it is enough to show 
I(M) = t(b). Because the fixed point algebras are properly infinite factors, 
this is proved as in (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) in [JT]. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.7. Thomsen studied prime actions on semilinite AFD factors 
in [Th], and he also obtained the above theorem in the case A” z9I$, , 
[Th, Theorem 8.11. We extend his result so that the type III fixed point 
algebra case is included as above. 
We now close the section with a brief discussion on the case where 4% 
is a factor of type II,. As seen in the structure analysis of a factor of 
type III,, 0~ ,? < 1 [Tl], there exists an action of the one-dimensional 
torus group T whose fixed point algebra is a factor of type II,, yet it is not 
dual. On the other hand, if Aa is a factor, then a@ id on A@ 9(1*) is 
dominant, and hence it is dual. Therefore, any prime action c( of a compact 
abelian group A on an AFD factor of type III is conjugate to a reduction 
of a dominant action d of A by a projection in the fixed point algebra of 
6, which means that the conjugacy comparison of two prime cocycle con- 
jugate actions is reduced to the equivalence analysis of projections in the 
fixed point algebra under L% In the case where AX is a finite factor, the 
comparison of projections in A” is nothing but the comparison of the 
relative dimension of the projections. In the next section, we discuss prime 
actions in more detail for the group T. 
4. ACTIONS OF THE ~-DIMENSIONAL TORUS T 
In this section, we make a detailed study of actions of the l-dimensional 
torus T on AFD factors d of type III. We identify T with R/Z. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Jl& be an AFD factor of type III, and a be an action 
of T on JZ with f(a) = Z. Then the possible combinations qf types of & and 
&” = ~2 xsr T are shown in Table I. 
Proof. We will give a proof for each case. Now .,V is a factor because 
T(a) = T. 
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TABLE I 
Type of u4f 
III0 III, III, 11, 
d& III, A n x 
dff III, a 0 0 ;I 
A! III, 0 0 0 x 
Note. Here III, means IIll (O<l< 1). The symbol 0 means all the combinations are 
possible. The symbol a means only some combinations are possible. The symbol x means 
no cmbinations are possible. 
Case 1 (JV is of type II,). It is clear. 
Case 2 (JV is of type IIIi). Let /3 = oi E Aut(&). If p,(B) = 0, then /? is 
unique up to outer conjugacy by Theorem l(i) in [KST] and Theorem 2 
in [C2]. In this case, &? is of type III,. 
Let p,(p) = p # 0. Then we may assume /P = Ad(u). a;, u E @(NV), for 
a dominant weight cp on JV by Theorem l(2) in [KST]. Because JV >ag Z 
is isomorphic to a factor .& by Takesaki duality (Theorem 4.5 in [T2]), 
pO(@ = 0 and T# 0. Let p(u) = yu, y = exp(2kiklp). Then by Theorem 3.3, 
we know that the flow of weights of & is periodic with period 
exp( -pT/k). Here T can be any non-zero number. 
Case 3 (JV is of type III,(O < A < 1)). Suppose p,(p) = p # 0 first. Then 
BP may be assumed to be of the form Ad(u). a; as above. Then by 
Theorem 3.3, the flow of weights of JZ is given by (L”(T)@ 
L”(T)) mod(/?) x S where the flow is given by the speed -log d and Ton the 
first and second’components, respectively, and S is given by the rotation by 
k/p, /l(u) = exp(2lrik/p)u. Here we have a factor of type III,. But we cannot 
get all the AFD factors of type III,, because we can construct only type 
III, factors with the flow of weights having pure point spectrum. Again, T 
can be any non-zero number. 
If p,(B) = 0, then the flow of weights of J& is given by Lm(T)mod B, where 
the flow on L”(T) is given by the speed -log il. We get factors of type III, 
and III,, where log p = (log n)/n for some n EN. 
Case 4 (JV is of type III,). If p,(B) = 0, then the flow of weights of &? 
is given by ~(JV)““‘~~. This can be of type 1110, of course. If P(M) is a 
flow under the constant ceiling function, then we can make a factor of type 
IIIn(O < 2 < 1). By using 8, as mod(P) for some T, we can get a factor of 
type III,. (If 0, is not ergodic on I for some T # 0, then the original 
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flow is a flow under the constant ceiling function. Then we can use another 
or, with T’/T$Q as an ergodic transformation.) 
If pO(p) = p # 0, then as in Case 3, we know that the flow of weights of 
A is given by (S(A)@ Z,~(T))modc~)x ‘, where S is defined as above. 
Q.E.D. 
We consider actions CI of T with T(M) # Z next. If f(a) = pZ for some 
p # 1, 0, then we may assume c1 has a period l/p by changing tl within its 
cocycle conjugacy class if necessary by Corollaire 2.3.1 and Lemma 2.3.14 
in [Cl]. Then an action a has the full Connes spectrum as an action of 
T/(Z/p). So these are reduced to the above case. 
Finally we consider the case r(a) = (0). In this case, Z = T acts on X 
freely because of T(a)= {0}, where ZZ(A x,T) = L’“(X). So we have 
H= (0) for 6 in the notation in Section 2. Thus we do not have charac- 
teristic invariants nor modular invariants. Hence, these are classified by 
modules. 
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